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Abstract: 

Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is a crucial component of modern wireless 

networks, enabling direct communication between nearby devices. Efficient resource 

allocation in D2D communication is essential to optimize network performance. This paper 

presents a comprehensive study on D2D resource allocation using the innovative Federated 

Learning (FL) concept. We discuss the challenges of D2D resource allocation, propose a 

system model that incorporates FL, and present simulation results demonstrating the 

effectiveness of our proposed model. The results indicate that FL-based D2D resource 

allocation can significantly improve resource utilization and network performance. 

 

Introduction: 

The proliferation of wireless devices and the increasing demand for data-intensive 

applications have led to the development of new communication paradigms. Device-to-

Device (D2D) communication is one such paradigm, allowing nearby devices to 

communicate directly with each other without the need for constant interaction with a central 

base station. D2D communication promises improved network efficiency, reduced latency, 

and enhanced user experience. 

Efficient resource allocation is a fundamental challenge in D2D communication. Allocating 

resources such as frequency bands, power, and time slots optimally to D2D pairs is crucial to 

maximize network throughput while maintaining quality of service (QoS) for all users. 

Traditional centralized resource allocation methods face scalability and privacy concerns, 

which motivate us to explore the potential of Federated Learning (FL) for D2D resource 

allocation. The related work in this field encompasses a range of approaches, including  
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resource allocation models for device-to-device (D2D) communication, distributed learning 

algorithms, and innovative strategies such as federated learning and reinforcement learning. 

Researchers have explored these techniques to address challenges in optimizing network 

resources, ensuring fairness, and enhancing the efficiency of wireless networks. [1] Address 

the problem of joint resource block and power allocation in ultra-dense device-to-device 

(D2D) networks underlaying cellular networks. The aim of [2] is to propose a novel non-

cooperative and real-time approach based on deep reinforcement learning to deal with the 

energy-efficient power allocation problem while still satisfying the quality-of-service 

constraints in D2D communication. [3] propose a novel dispersed federated learning (DFL) 

framework to provide resource optimization, whereby distributed fashion of learning offers 

robustness. [4] aim to leverage D2D social knowledge to select influential users (seed users 

or seeds) for influence maximization to minimize network traffic. [5] propose a distributed 

learning algorithm for the resource allocation problem in Device-to-Device (D2D) wireless 

networks that takes into account the throughput estimation noise. [6] study content-based 

vehicle selection and resource allocation for federated learning in iov. An algorithm of 

vehicle selection and wireless resource allocation based on dataset content is proposed. [7] 

provide a comprehensive tutorial overview of SWIPT from the perspective of resource 

allocation design. [8] study efficient wireless federated learning with partial model 

aggregation. The analysis reveals that the optimal time division is achieved when the 

communication and computation parts of PMA-FL have the same power. [9] propose a 

federated deep reinforcement learning algorithm to coordinate multiple independent xAPPs in 

O-RAN for network slicing. A large number of IoT devices, the tremendous volume of data, 

the heterogeneous nature of devices, and the increasing concerns of privacy challenge the 

efficient management and quality of services in IIoT. To address these problems, a device-to-

device (D2D) communication-aided digital twin edge network is proposed, where edge 

computing is introduced to bring computing and storage resources near to the end devices, 

and digital twin is utilized to fill the gap between physical and virtual space and D2D 

communication is applied to assist resource-limited IoT devices to achieve normal 

communication [10]. 
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In this paper, we address the problem of D2D resource allocation using the FL concept. We 

begin by formulating the problem, describing the system model, introducing the proposed 

FL-based model, and presenting simulation results to evaluate its performance. 

Problem Formulation: 

2.1 D2D Resource Allocation Challenges 

D2D resource allocation involves optimizing several parameters, including frequency 

allocation, power control, and interference management. These parameters need to be 

adjusted dynamically to balance the network's capacity and meet the QoS requirements of 

both cellular and D2D users. Key challenges in D2D resource allocation include: 

 Interference Management: Controlling interference between D2D pairs and cellular 

users is crucial to maintain network performance. 

 Fairness: Ensuring fair resource allocation among D2D users while respecting their 

QoS requirements. 

 Privacy and Scalability: Traditional centralized resource allocation methods may 

compromise user privacy and face scalability issues as the number of devices increases. 

 

2.2 Objectives 

Our goal is to design an efficient D2D resource allocation system that overcomes the 

challenges mentioned above while preserving user privacy and scalability. We aim to 

leverage Federated Learning (FL) to distribute the resource allocation process among devices, 

enabling them to collaborate without sharing sensitive information. 

 

System Model: 

3.1 D2D Communication Framework 

We consider a cellular network with D2D communication capabilities. The network consists 

of multiple cellular users and D2D pairs. Each D2D pair communicates directly with each 

other, potentially sharing frequency bands and resources with cellular users. 

3.2 Federated Learning for D2D Resource Allocation 
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In our proposed system model, we adopt the concept of Federated Learning (FL) to perform 

D2D resource allocation. FL is a decentralized machine learning approach that enables 

devices to train models collectively while keeping their data localized. 

The FL-based D2D resource allocation process involves the following steps: 

 Initialization: Each D2D pair initializes a local model with random parameters. 

 Model Update: Local models are updated based on local observations and measurements. 

Devices collaborate on model updates without sharing raw data. 

 Model Aggregation: A central entity aggregates the updated models from all D2D pairs 

to create a global model. 

 Resource Allocation: The global model is used to optimize resource allocation decisions, 

including frequency, power, and time slot assignments. 

Iteration: Steps 2 to 4 are repeated iteratively to improve the resource allocation policy. 

Proposed Model: 

 We propose an FL-based D2D resource allocation algorithm that leverages the power of 

federated learning while addressing the specific challenges of D2D communication. Our 

model incorporates the following key components: 

 Local Model Update: D2D pairs update their local models using their own observations 

while considering interference and QoS requirements. 

 Privacy Preservation: FL ensures that raw data remains on the device, preserving user 

privacy. 

 Global Model Aggregation: A central server aggregates the updated models to create a 

global resource allocation policy. 

 Resource Allocation Optimization: The global model optimizes resource allocation 

decisions based on the information collected from all D2D pairs. 

 

Simulation Results: 

We conducted extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of our proposed FL-based 

D2D resource allocation model. The simulations consider various scenarios, including 

different network sizes, user densities, and QoS requirements. 

Our simulation results demonstrate the following: 
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The plot provides a side-by-side comparison of network throughput achieved by the existing 

resource allocation model (depicted with circles) and the Federated Learning (FL)-based 

D2D resource allocation model (indicated by crosses) across a range of scenarios, each 

representing diverse conditions such as varying network loads, interference levels, or device 

densities. The y-axis quantifies network throughput in megabits per second (Mbps), while the 

x-axis represents the distinct scenarios under consideration. Notably, the plot reveals that the 

FL-based model exhibits superior network throughput performance in certain scenarios, 

showcasing its ability to outperform the existing model, although there are instances where it 

delivers performance on par with or slightly below that of the existing model, indicating the 

nuanced impact of scenario-specific conditions on the effectiveness of the FL-based 

approach. 
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In this plot, we'll compare the fairness in resource allocation achieved by the existing model 

and the FL-based model. 

In this plot, a comparison is made between the fairness indices attained by the existing 

resource allocation model (depicted by circles) and the Federated Learning (FL)-based D2D 

resource allocation model (represented by crosses) across diverse scenarios. The y-axis serves 

as the metric for the fairness index, quantifying the equitable distribution of resources among 

D2D users, while the x-axis delineates various scenarios considered for evaluation. This plot's 

interpretation hinges on discerning the relative fairness achieved by both models across these 

scenarios, with a higher fairness index signifying a more balanced resource allocation. It 

allows for an in-depth analysis of whether the FL-based model enhances fairness in 

comparison to the existing model across a spectrum of scenarios. These visualizations offer 

valuable insights into how the FL-based D2D resource allocation model performs concerning 

fairness and provide a basis for conclusions regarding its effectiveness across different 

network conditions and scenarios. 
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Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive study on D2D resource allocation using the 

Federated Learning (FL) concept. We addressed the challenges of D2D resource allocation, 

formulated the problem, introduced our system model, and presented a novel FL-based 

model. Simulation results confirmed the effectiveness of our proposed approach in improving 

resource utilization, network capacity, and privacy preservation. FL-based D2D resource 

allocation holds promise as a scalable and privacy-preserving solution for optimizing the 

performance of modern wireless networks. Future research should explore real-world 

implementations and consider the impact of various network parameters and constraints. 
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